Case Study

How one of the top dental clinics in Manitoba partnered with Chekkit to
manage online presence, engage with clients online and provide a better
experience for their patients.

The world of attracting new customers is changing. With high quality information at the
fingertips of prospective customers, many decision makers are looking online before
choosing your business. As customers are changing their habits, small businesses are
looking for new ways to attract new customers.
Businesses face fierce competition in new customer acquisition. Prospective customers
overwhelmingly turn to online reviews before choosing a business. The process in which
prospective consumers search for nearby businesses and then compare reviews to
determine the most trustworthy and reliable option is no longer just reserved for the
hospitality and restaurant industry.
Advertising isn't enough anymore. Although adverting can be great to build awareness,
it doesn't influence purchase decisions as it once did. Chekkit's goal is to help make
business look attractive online and give a true representation of the experience you
provide. Online reviews don't just play a role in influencing purchase decisions, they also
play a role in local search ranking, and getting found by the motivated online searchers.
Greenwoods Dental was & is regarded as one of the top dental practices in Manitoba.
They struggled to achieve an online presence that reflected the clinics expertise,
professionalism, caring attitudes, and overall friendliest and hospitality.
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The Solution
Greenwoods Dental started using Chekkit. Their receptionist spent less than 5 minutes each
day sending out a review invitations to 2 patients phones per day for just over 4 months now.
With a minimal amount of effort involved, Greenwoods Dental achieved successful results.
They started with 10 reviews on Google and are now at 106 total reviews after spending only
5 minutes per day using Chekkit.
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Overall, the goal was to manage
their online reputation, and create
trust with prospective customers,
and drive new patients. Review
management is just as important as
review generation. The improved
reputation and exponential growth
in online visibility, and brand trust
often leads to new customers for
businesses.
It's simple, positive customer
reviews help you rank higher in
search results & ultimately boost
customer acquisition.
Choosing a review management
platform can be difficult, but
choose one that will make it easy
for your customers to leave
reviews!
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and trust

1 week ago
Highly, highly recommend! Very caring and kind staff and
dentist! Dr. Prime is truly amazing. :)
Kirsten Larsen

Prime Family Dental

1 day ago
Great staff, great assistants and great Orthodontists. I would
do it all over again without hesitation!
Kamal Patel

Graham Orthodontics

4 days ago
Would never go to any other dentist! If your looking for a
dentist, look no further! Plus, what a beautiful office!
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